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SURFACE PROPERTIES
The surface properties of gear steels can be improved by thermochemical
and mechanical treatments.
PROPER SELECTION OF STEEL AND ITS HEAT TREATMENT IS A
fundamental challenge for gear designers and manufacturers.
However, performance and endurance limits of the teeth depend
strongly not only on the bulk mechanical properties of the steel
used for the design but also on surface properties of the gear flank.
The latter can be shaped by thermochemical as well as mechanical
surface treatments.
Wear and subsurface-initiated fatigue are the main failure modes of
case-hardened gears [1]. Surface properties of engineering components
including gears can be improved by the thermochemical processes
such as carburizing and nitriding as well as by additional mechanical
processes such as shot peening applied as a finishing operation [2].
Wear tests have shown that nitriding can be a viable alternative to
carburizing, combining the benefits of low-temperature treatment
with equivalent or better tribological properties [3]. It should be
noted that the carburized layer must be thicker than the nitrided
layer to compensate for insufficient core hardness of the steels used
for this process. Carburizing also requires post-treatment quenching
and tempering as well as grinding. In the majority of situations, the
as-nitrided surface is ready to use. It is important that the required
surface treatment be carried out in a way that results in improved
bending and contact fatigue properties as well as increased wear
resistance of the gear teeth.
For example, the bending fatigue data for 41CrAlMo7 steel are
shown in Figure 1, and the wear data are shown in Figure 2. Note
that nitriding alone provides the best bending fatigue properties for
the steel among all of the
treatments. The addition
of shot peening improves
performance of the steel
when compared with its
quenched and tempered
condition, but it is not a
match to the as-nitrided
condition. Nevertheless,
shot peening is effective
in further improving the
contact fatigue properties of the steel as well
as its wear resistance [2].
Regardless of the contact
pressure of the test carried out in the range of
50-600 MPa, samples
Figure 2: Comparison of linear wear (depth) versus
in the nitrided and the
time of test and unit load for 41CrAlMo7 steel
double-shot peened
samples in quenched and tempered, nitrided, and
condition show the least
nitrided with the two-step shot peening condition (S
wear depth (see Figure
= Seizure). Reprinted with permission and adapted
2). Proper application
from Reference [2].
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Figure 1: Comparison of fatigue strength for 41CrAlMo7 steel samples in quenched
and tempered (QT), nitrided (QT+N), and nitrided with the two-step shot peening
condition (QT+N+2SP). Reprinted with permission and adapted from Reference [2].

and balancing of the thermochemical treatments in combination
with shot peening require careful analysis of the achievable properties.
When applying nitriding, careful analysis should also be performed
for determining which method to use. Gas nitriding would result
in an allover treatment of the gear, which may be detrimental to
the selected surfaces. In these situations, plasma nitriding should be
used, since it offers easier local protection from nitriding by using
mechanical masking (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Small gears after plasma nitriding. Elements of masking protects selected areas from hardening. Photo courtesy of Advanced Heat Treat Corp., Waterloo, Iowa.
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